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Japanese prosody — lexical level —

The princeple of word accent control of Tokyo Japanese 
From the 1st mora to the 2nd mora, the pitch level generally goes up (L ➙ H). 
The pitch level goes down somewhere in the word, never goes up again. 
Word accents are classified based on the falling position of pitch (➙ accent type) 

Accent nucleus = the previous mora (syllable) before the pitch downfall.



Notorious word accent sandhi (change) in Japanese

It is true that each word has its own accent type. 
However, it's also true that accent control is done on a phrase level when speaking. 
That means that lexical accent changes so often depending on context when speaking. 

Examples of accent changes when speaking 
A noun + another = a compound noun 
あか ＋ えんぴつ → あかえんぴつ 

Verb conjugation 
あるく → あるきます，あるいて，あるいた，あるかない 

A bunsetsu + another = an accentual phrase 
わたしは ＋ たべる → わたしはたべる　　かれは ＋ たべる → かれはたべる

Lexical accent control of Japanese is 
SOOOO MYSTERIOUS!!



A fact that is not rare.

An email from a Canadian user of our system, OJAD



Japanese prosody — phrase and sentence level —

An interesting example of comparison between Chinese and Japanese 
Pitch changes acoustically observed in a Chinese utterance (weather forecast) 

Pitch changes acoustically observed in a Japanese utterance (weather forecast)

アクセント vs 声调（センテンス）

3

フレーズ単位の高低の幅は、日本語のほうが大きく、
顕著な「への字型」になる。

アクセント vs 声调（センテンス）
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Two kinds of language teachers

Those teaching to human learners and those to machine learners 
More-than-50-year history of teaching Japanese prosody to machine learners

おはようございます



TTS technologies are effectively introduced.

Visualization of prosodic control for speaking in Tokyo Japanese.
日本語はとっても難しいけど，アニメが好きだから，頑張ります。

にほんごわ/とっても/むずかし'ーけど_あ'にめが/す%き'だから_がんばりま'す%.

にほんごはとってもむずかしいけど，あにめがすきだから，がんばります。

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

M. Suzuki, et al., “Accent sandhi estimation of Tokyo dialect of Japanese using conditional random fields,” Trans. IEICE, E100-
D, 4, 655-661, 2017
N. Minematsu, et al., “Development and evaluation of online infrastructure to aid teaching and learning of Japanese prosody,”
Trans. IEICE, E100-D, 4, 662-669, 2017



1.5-min promotion video for Suzuki-kun of OJAD

Suzuki-kun = prosodic reading tutor of Tokyo Japanese in OJAD 
“The first and only teaching material to explain prosodic control of TJ for any given text.”
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Real-world conditions of learners’ listening

Acoustic conditions of general listening material for learners 
Monologues and dialogues in a clean (no noise) condition. 
Background noises and telephone speeches are sometimes included. 
But noise level or acoustic distortion involved is generally very mild. 

Real-world conditions that learners will be faced with 
Announcements in a train or bus                                 background noises 
Utterances from very tall or small speakers                  age and gender (vocal tract length) 
Animation voices designed with a voice changer         characters                          
Speeches heard in a very big hall                                 reverberation (echo) 
Utterances transmitted through a radio channel           channel distortion 

Necessity of robust listening 
Acoustics and speech quality can be easily degraded with various factors. 
Natives can listen but learners may have severe difficulty in listening to those utterances.



A honest confession from a young Japanese pilot

desperate efforts needed for 
listening to air traffic controllers

goo.gl/7YiavD

http://goo.gl/7YiavD


A training method for robust listening

High Variability Phonetic Training (HVPT) 
Listening training or exercises using speech samples with high variability 

Speakers, speaking style, gender, age, accents, background noises, etc 
Often used by language teachers with good knowledge of phonetics 

Many papers or reports of the effectiveness of HVPT 
Lively+1993, Masuda+2012, Wong+2014, Hwang+2015,  

Teachers often collect various audio samples manually. 

Technically-enhanced HVPT 
Speech analysis-resynthesis technologies 

can convert a single utterance into acoustically various versions with its message unchanged. 

Usability or validity of training with artificially converted audio samples 
Not only for dictation tasks but also for comprehension tasks

H. Zhang, et al., “Computer-aided high variability phonetic training to improve robustness of learners’ listening comprehension,”
Proc. ICPhS, 2019



Examples of speech conversion

Variously converted speech can be obtained easily. 
Original      “February 14th is a day for people who are falling in love.”  
VTL             VTL x 1.5 (giant),  VTL / 1.5 (fairy) 
Reverb        a big cathedral 
Noise          babble noise (voice noise) 
Channel      2G mobile phone,  air traffic control (ATC) 
Combination with quantitative control of degree of distortion 

A small girl is praying in a cathedral, surrounded by chatty tourists and her pray is 
recorded and transmitted via a 2G mobile phone network.

Specific types of distortion with little troubles to native listeners but big troubles to 
non-native listeners should be good material for robust listening training?



Very harsh EIKEN grade 2 listening test

4-choice questions after listening to monologues or dialogues 
Male ➙ giant or giant pilot (ATC) 
Female ➙ fairy or fairy pilot (ATC) 

Accuracy of Japanese college students and native speakers

No.4

TOEIC original G/F ATC G/F + ATC

400-600 58.3

600-800 78.2

800-990 81.5

Native
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4-choice questions after listening to monologues or dialogues 
Male ➙ giant or giant pilot (ATC) 
Female ➙ fairy or fairy pilot (ATC) 

Accuracy of Japanese college students and native speakers

No.4

TOEIC original G/F ATC G/F + ATC
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Harsh listening exam ➙ harsh listening drills

Hash listening training drills were developed using ATC distortions. 
Pre:         Harsh listening test of EIKEN grade 2 
Training:  Listening drills with varying degrees of ATC distortions only 
Post:        Harsh listening test of EIKEN grade 2 (= Pre)

July Mid Dec End of Dec

Pre 3-week 
Training

Post

1. Listening robustness is improved against ATC distortion? 
2. Listening robustness is transferred to other kinds of distortion?



Pre ➙ Drill ➙ Post

18-day listening drills of different levels of ATC

July Mid Dec End of Dec

Pre 3-week Post



Pre ➙ Drill ➙ Post

Accuracy of pre-test and post-test 
A half of the pre test examinees (55 students) undertook the post test.

July Mid Dec End of Dec

Pre 3-week Post

5.2. Procedure of listening in the drill

Without any prior instruction, the learners will use the prepared
listening materials in their own ways. To control their learning
behaviors with this drill, the fifth author, an experienced teacher
of English, gave the following instructions.

You have five new questions everyday. You should start with
level 3 of question 1. If you do not understand well what is said,
then, repeat listening to level 3 of question 1 up to three times.
If you still do not understand, then, use level 2 of question 1 and
listen to it up to three times. After that, you may use level 1 and
level 0. This is the end of question 1 and go to question 2.

6. The second test (December 2017)
6.1. Subjects of the second test

Out of the 125 students who participated in the first listening
test, 63 students underwent the same test again in the same en-
vironment. Due to time constraints imposed by the college cur-
riculum, they took only half amount of questions of the first
listening test. The amount of the second listening test was 16
dialogue-based questions and 16 monologue-based questions2.

6.2. Effectiveness of ATC-based HVPT

55 out of the 63 students had taken the TOEIC test and the re-
sults of these 55 students in the first listening test are shown
separately for each proficiency level in Table 3. The score dis-
tribution in Table 2 is similar to that of Table 3. Table 4 shows
the 55 students’ results of the second listening test, which was
held a week after the 18-day listening drill. Differences be-
tween Table 3 and Table 4, which indicate directly effectiveness
of ATC-based HVPT, are quantified relatively as incorrect an-
swer reduction rate (IARR) in Table 5, which is defined as

IARR =
IAR of the 1st test − IAR of the 2nd test

IAR of the 1st test
,

where IAR means incorrect answer rate. In [2], /a/-/ae/ identi-
fication was tested with HVPT and IARR was about 40%. In
Table 5, larger values of IARR than 40 are shown in bold.

Since all the materials used in the 18-day listening drill are
ATC-based distorted materials, at first, we focus on IARR in the
case of ATC. Irrespective of proficiency level, IARR is always
positive, which means IAR is reduced after the listening drill.
However, effectiveness is much larger for advanced learners.
About half of incorrect answers were corrected.

Next, we focus on the results of GF. Also in this case, IARR
is always positive and it is surprising that the values of IARR in
GF are generally higher than those in ATC. We can say that ro-
bust listening acquired with the listening drill with ATC-based
distortion is transferred into listening to differently distorted
speech. However, it is seen that robustness transfer is not al-
ways effectively made. The values of IARR are very small in
Part B of beginning learners and intermediate learners. We can
say that stable and good transfer of robust listening is found
only in the case of advanced learners.

It is the case with Original questions. Large IARR is only
found again in the case of advanced learners, and even for in-
termediate learners, the IARR is negative for unknown reasons.
From these results, it can be said the ATC-based listening drill is

2The official EIKEN G2 listening test is composed of 15 dialogue-
based questions and 15 monologue-based questions.

Table 3: Results of the first test of the 55 learners [%]

Part TOEIC N Orig. GF ATC GF+ATC
A 400–600 15 66.7 48.3 25.0 41.7

600–800 32 77.3 65.6 38.3 25.8
800–990 8 84.4 84.4 43.8 21.9

B 400–600 15 50.0 43.3 28.3 23.3
600–800 32 65.6 48.4 39.1 30.5
800–990 8 78.1 62.5 37.5 28.1

Table 4: Results of the second test of the 55 learners [%]

Part TOEIC N Orig. GF ATC GF+ATC
A 400–600 15 70.0 66.7 26.7 35.0

600–800 32 73.4 73.4 40.6 32.8
800–990 8 96.9 96.9 75.0 40.6

B 400–600 15 66.7 48.3 38.3 23.3
600–800 32 61.7 51.6 42.2 35.2
800–990 8 87.5 84.4 62.5 31.3

Table 5: Incorrect answer reduction rate (IARR) [%]
Larger IARR values than 40 are shown in bold.

Part TOEIC N Orig. GF ATC GF+ATC
A 400–600 15 9.9 35.6 2.3 -11.5

600–800 32 -17.2 22.7 3.7 9.4
800–990 8 80.1 80.1 55.5 23.9

B 400–600 15 33.4 8.8 13.9 0
600–800 32 -11.3 6.2 5.1 6.8
800–990 8 42.9 58.4 40.0 4.5

generally effective but highly effective only for advanced learn-
ers, and effective transfer of robust listening is also found only
for them. This is probably because listening to speech materi-
als in ATC may require well-integrated knowledge of English
(phonology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, etc). Or only ad-
vanced learners could keep motivated during the listening drill.
In either way, the authors wonder whether similar effects can be
observed for non-advanced learners when we introduce much
milder ATC distortions or untested types of distortion. Also we
have to check whether long-term effects are observed.

7. Conclusions
With advanced speech modification technology, a harsh listen-
ing test was designed and carried out with three types of acous-
tic distortions. Then, a listening drill for ATC-distorted materi-
als was made and the drill was shown experimentally to be very
effective to improve the robustness of listening in the case of
advanced learners. However, the authors do not claim that the
ATC-distorted speech is the golden speech for enhancing listen-
ing robustness. It is a fact that, for non-advanced learners, this
type of speech seems to be too difficult. As future work, we are
interested in the effect of untested types of distortion and also
in strategic differences of listening between native speakers and
learners. After training, the performance of advanced learners
is improved but their performance in Original is just compara-
ble to that of native speakers in GF+ATC and there still exists a
huge gap of listening performance between them.

8. Acknowledgments
The authors are grateful to Dr. Hinako Masuda for her advice
regarding the first test. This work was supported by MEXT
KAKENHI JP26118002 and JSPS KAKENHI JP26240022.
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Error reduction rate 
Accuracy: 70% ➙ 85 % 
ERD = (30-15)/30 = 50 % 
A: monologue, B: dialogue
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Conversation is a multi-task speech activity.

Listening, understanding, and speaking running almost together 

Shadowing is a multi-task speech training. 
A special form of listen-and-repeat practice, with as short delay as possible

learnernative ss=smoothness of shadow

with ASR



Data collection and teachers’ manual rating

Collection of samples from 125 university or college students 
4 passages = 55 sentences 
Four repetitions and 27,500 utterances all together 

Sentence selection for manual rating 
10 sentences were selected based on syntactic complexity and pronunciation difficulty. 

10 sentences = 27 clauses = 3,375 (= 27 x 125) clause-based utterances all together 

Fourth shadowings were rated manually by a unit of clause. 
Strategies for rating 

How correctly phonemes are produced (P). 
How correctly prosody is produced (S = Supra-segmental = Prosody). 
Whether each word sounds as if it is produced after identifying that word (C = Correctness). 
5-step scale (1–5) and the total score (P+S+C) varies from 3 to 15. 

Raters 
3 bilingual (AE+J) teachers of English



Spectrogram is converted to posteriogram

Phoneme posterior probabilities calculated by DNN 
A front-end module of current ASR systems. 

DNN can be viewed as strong abstraction. 
Spectrogram is acoustic representation, including extra-linguistic features. 
Posteriogram is phonetic/phonemic representation, suppressing those features.
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GOP = Goodness Of Pronunciation

DNN-based calculation of GOP
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Another method for utterance comparison

The two utterances are compared. 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 

Alignment of two sequences of different length 

The two utterances are converted into prob. vector sequences. 
Spectrum vectors are sensitive to age, gender, etc. 

DTW-based comparison between the two

Model
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DNN
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Sentence-based and speaker-based rating scores 
Clause-based scores are averaged to give sentence-based and speaker-based scores. 

Regression model to predict human scores 
Variants of DNN-GOP and some other features or scores are prepared for regression.

Correlations bet. human scores and machine scores

Table 2. Feature-based correlations with teachers’ scores
features P S C P+S+C
bGOP [16] 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.83
pGOP 0.79 0.84 0.78 0.88
vGOP 0.70 0.83 0.70 0.81
cGOP 0.79 0.82 0.78 0.87
v1GOP 0.63 0.78 0.64 0.75
v2GOP 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.46
v0GOP 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.78
DNN-DTW -0.66 -0.84 -0.69 -0.80
RS -0.34 -0.21 -0.29 -0.30
WRR 0.79 0.81 0.71 0.84

Table 3. Model-based correlations in a speaker level
models P S C P+S+C
bGOP [16] 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.83
Lasso 0.84 0.89 0.76 0.90
SVR 0.85 0.89 0.83 0.89
Random Forest 0.77 0.84 0.79 0.86
inter-rater 0.77 0.69 0.86 0.87

Table 4. Model-based correlations in a sentence level
models P S C P+S+C
Lasso 0.68 0.73 0.65 0.77
SVR 0.70 0.73 0.68 0.78
Random Forest 0.67 0.68 0.61 0.74
inter-rater 0.58 0.54 0.74 0.75

v2GOP is due to a small number of instances of vowels with sec-
ondary stress in the training data. Superiority of v0GOP to v1GOP
is considered to be because of Japanese learners’ poor pronunciation
of unstressed vowels. Japanese learners not rarely produce every
syllable as stressed syllable, often known as “machine-gun rhythm
” English, because Japanese has no rhythmic structure comprised of
alternation of stressed syllables and unstressed syllables.

DNN-DTW compares a model utterance and a shadowing ut-
terance without referring to their phonemic transcript. Even in this
case, the correlations of DNN-DTW are similar to those of vGOP.
RS shows very small correlations and this is probably because we
used the fourth shadowing utterances only, where three rehearsals of
shadowing were allowed and silent words were rare. WRR is found
to be as highly correlated with teachers’ scores as bGOP. A possi-
ble problem of WRR is that the score of WRR depends on language
models used. When a learner shadows model utterances A and B, the
WRR scores of shadowings A and B depend on the linguistic con-
tent of A and B. Since GOP-based scoring uses a given phonemic
transcript, its scores are independent of the content of utterances.

3.3.2. Model-based correlations

By combining the features prepared, three regression models of
Lasso, SVR, and Random Forest were trained using scikit-learn [38]
to predict speaker-level and sentence-level teachers’ averaged scores
separately for each case of P, S, C, and P+S+C. These three models
were selected after simple preliminary testing. Here, all the features
in Table 1 but bGOP and v2GOP were adopted. Training and testing
were carried out as 4-fold cross validation.

Table 3 shows speaker-level correlations obtained in the three
models and averaged inter-rater correlations among the three teach-
ers. The Lasso regression model shows the highest correlation of
0.90 in P+S+C, much higher than 0.83 obtained as feature-based

Table 5. The most predictive combination of three features
a) speaker level

P S C P+S+C
1 pGOP DTW pGOP pGOP
2 WRR vGOP DTW v1GOP
3 v1GOP RS cGOP DTW

b) sentence level
P S C P+S+C

1 pGOP DTW DTW DTW
2 DTW pGOP cGOP cGOP
3 WRR cGOP RS RS

correlation in [16]. This value is higher or at least comparable to the
averaged inter-rater correlation of 0.87. It is the case with the other
two models, indicating that the trained regression models can work
as another human rater. When the correlations are examined for each
case of P, S, and C, however, the machine correlations are much
higher in S but lower in C. High correlation in S without prosodic
features in Table 1 is attributed to the fact that, in English, stressed
vowels and unstressed ones are characterized by vowel quality.

Table 4 shows sentence-level correlations obtained in the three
models and averaged inter-rater correlations among the three teach-
ers. The SVR regression model turns out to have the highest correla-
tion of 0.78 in P+S+C, which is at least comparable to the averaged
inter-rater correlation of 0.75. The machine correlations in C are
lower again than the human correlation. Why do the machine mod-
els work poorly in the case of C? The teachers’ score of C indicates
how many words in a model utterance sound to be repeated as word,
not as word fragments, in shadowing. Even when a speech segment
in shadowing which corresponds to a word is acoustically deviated
from a native and normal pronunciation of that word, teachers may
have found the segment to be intelligible enough and judged that the
segment is produced as word. It is implied that the features used
in the experiments are not sufficient enough to predict intelligibility
or comprehensibility of utterances. This problem is tackled in the
following section based on natives’ responsive shadowing.

Table 5 shows the most predictive combinations of three features
in the Lasso regression model in the eight cases of teachers’ rating.
It is well-known that even when a feature shows a very high feature-
based correlation, if multiple features are allowed for prediction, that
feature is not always selected as good feature because another feature
will have a very high correlation to that feature and the other feature
may be selected. Among the eight cases of teachers’ rating, it is
interesting that DNN-DTW is listed seven times, which is the highest
among the eight features used in the experiments. Especially in the
sentence level, DNN-DTW seems to be the most predictive feature.
In the experiments, only a single feature was derived from DTW-
based comparison but the above analysis indicates that some variants
should be introduced. This is one of our future works.

4. IMPROVEMENTS IN SCORING NATIVES’
RESPONSIVE SHADOWINGS

4.1. Corpus of natives’ responsive shadowings [15]

Natives’ responsive shadowing is examined to predict comprehen-
sibility by adopting Japanese as L2 and using Vietnamese learners.
If learners’ utterances are very slow, their comprehensibility may be
always high and independent of how heavily accented they are. This
is why speaking rate control was introduced for speech collection.

Table 2. Feature-based correlations with teachers’ scores
features P S C P+S+C
bGOP [16] 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.83
pGOP 0.79 0.84 0.78 0.88
vGOP 0.70 0.83 0.70 0.81
cGOP 0.79 0.82 0.78 0.87
v1GOP 0.63 0.78 0.64 0.75
v2GOP 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.46
v0GOP 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.78
DNN-DTW -0.66 -0.84 -0.69 -0.80
RS -0.34 -0.21 -0.29 -0.30
WRR 0.79 0.81 0.71 0.84

Table 3. Model-based correlations in a speaker level
models P S C P+S+C
bGOP [16] 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.83
Lasso 0.84 0.89 0.76 0.90
SVR 0.85 0.89 0.83 0.89
Random Forest 0.77 0.84 0.79 0.86
inter-rater 0.77 0.69 0.86 0.87

Table 4. Model-based correlations in a sentence level
models P S C P+S+C
Lasso 0.68 0.73 0.65 0.77
SVR 0.70 0.73 0.68 0.78
Random Forest 0.67 0.68 0.61 0.74
inter-rater 0.58 0.54 0.74 0.75

v2GOP is due to a small number of instances of vowels with sec-
ondary stress in the training data. Superiority of v0GOP to v1GOP
is considered to be because of Japanese learners’ poor pronunciation
of unstressed vowels. Japanese learners not rarely produce every
syllable as stressed syllable, often known as “machine-gun rhythm
” English, because Japanese has no rhythmic structure comprised of
alternation of stressed syllables and unstressed syllables.

DNN-DTW compares a model utterance and a shadowing ut-
terance without referring to their phonemic transcript. Even in this
case, the correlations of DNN-DTW are similar to those of vGOP.
RS shows very small correlations and this is probably because we
used the fourth shadowing utterances only, where three rehearsals of
shadowing were allowed and silent words were rare. WRR is found
to be as highly correlated with teachers’ scores as bGOP. A possi-
ble problem of WRR is that the score of WRR depends on language
models used. When a learner shadows model utterances A and B, the
WRR scores of shadowings A and B depend on the linguistic con-
tent of A and B. Since GOP-based scoring uses a given phonemic
transcript, its scores are independent of the content of utterances.

3.3.2. Model-based correlations

By combining the features prepared, three regression models of
Lasso, SVR, and Random Forest were trained using scikit-learn [38]
to predict speaker-level and sentence-level teachers’ averaged scores
separately for each case of P, S, C, and P+S+C. These three models
were selected after simple preliminary testing. Here, all the features
in Table 1 but bGOP and v2GOP were adopted. Training and testing
were carried out as 4-fold cross validation.

Table 3 shows speaker-level correlations obtained in the three
models and averaged inter-rater correlations among the three teach-
ers. The Lasso regression model shows the highest correlation of
0.90 in P+S+C, much higher than 0.83 obtained as feature-based

Table 5. The most predictive combination of three features
a) speaker level

P S C P+S+C
1 pGOP DTW pGOP pGOP
2 WRR vGOP DTW v1GOP
3 v1GOP RS cGOP DTW

b) sentence level
P S C P+S+C

1 pGOP DTW DTW DTW
2 DTW pGOP cGOP cGOP
3 WRR cGOP RS RS

correlation in [16]. This value is higher or at least comparable to the
averaged inter-rater correlation of 0.87. It is the case with the other
two models, indicating that the trained regression models can work
as another human rater. When the correlations are examined for each
case of P, S, and C, however, the machine correlations are much
higher in S but lower in C. High correlation in S without prosodic
features in Table 1 is attributed to the fact that, in English, stressed
vowels and unstressed ones are characterized by vowel quality.

Table 4 shows sentence-level correlations obtained in the three
models and averaged inter-rater correlations among the three teach-
ers. The SVR regression model turns out to have the highest correla-
tion of 0.78 in P+S+C, which is at least comparable to the averaged
inter-rater correlation of 0.75. The machine correlations in C are
lower again than the human correlation. Why do the machine mod-
els work poorly in the case of C? The teachers’ score of C indicates
how many words in a model utterance sound to be repeated as word,
not as word fragments, in shadowing. Even when a speech segment
in shadowing which corresponds to a word is acoustically deviated
from a native and normal pronunciation of that word, teachers may
have found the segment to be intelligible enough and judged that the
segment is produced as word. It is implied that the features used
in the experiments are not sufficient enough to predict intelligibility
or comprehensibility of utterances. This problem is tackled in the
following section based on natives’ responsive shadowing.

Table 5 shows the most predictive combinations of three features
in the Lasso regression model in the eight cases of teachers’ rating.
It is well-known that even when a feature shows a very high feature-
based correlation, if multiple features are allowed for prediction, that
feature is not always selected as good feature because another feature
will have a very high correlation to that feature and the other feature
may be selected. Among the eight cases of teachers’ rating, it is
interesting that DNN-DTW is listed seven times, which is the highest
among the eight features used in the experiments. Especially in the
sentence level, DNN-DTW seems to be the most predictive feature.
In the experiments, only a single feature was derived from DTW-
based comparison but the above analysis indicates that some variants
should be introduced. This is one of our future works.

4. IMPROVEMENTS IN SCORING NATIVES’
RESPONSIVE SHADOWINGS

4.1. Corpus of natives’ responsive shadowings [15]

Natives’ responsive shadowing is examined to predict comprehen-
sibility by adopting Japanese as L2 and using Vietnamese learners.
If learners’ utterances are very slow, their comprehensibility may be
always high and independent of how heavily accented they are. This
is why speaking rate control was introduced for speech collection.

Table 2. Feature-based correlations with teachers’ scores
features P S C P+S+C
bGOP [16] 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.83
pGOP 0.79 0.84 0.78 0.88
vGOP 0.70 0.83 0.70 0.81
cGOP 0.79 0.82 0.78 0.87
v1GOP 0.63 0.78 0.64 0.75
v2GOP 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.46
v0GOP 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.78
DNN-DTW -0.66 -0.84 -0.69 -0.80
RS -0.34 -0.21 -0.29 -0.30
WRR 0.79 0.81 0.71 0.84

Table 3. Model-based correlations in a speaker level
models P S C P+S+C
bGOP [16] 0.74 0.83 0.71 0.83
Lasso 0.84 0.89 0.76 0.90
SVR 0.85 0.89 0.83 0.89
Random Forest 0.77 0.84 0.79 0.86
inter-rater 0.77 0.69 0.86 0.87

Table 4. Model-based correlations in a sentence level
models P S C P+S+C
Lasso 0.68 0.73 0.65 0.77
SVR 0.70 0.73 0.68 0.78
Random Forest 0.67 0.68 0.61 0.74
inter-rater 0.58 0.54 0.74 0.75

v2GOP is due to a small number of instances of vowels with sec-
ondary stress in the training data. Superiority of v0GOP to v1GOP
is considered to be because of Japanese learners’ poor pronunciation
of unstressed vowels. Japanese learners not rarely produce every
syllable as stressed syllable, often known as “machine-gun rhythm
” English, because Japanese has no rhythmic structure comprised of
alternation of stressed syllables and unstressed syllables.

DNN-DTW compares a model utterance and a shadowing ut-
terance without referring to their phonemic transcript. Even in this
case, the correlations of DNN-DTW are similar to those of vGOP.
RS shows very small correlations and this is probably because we
used the fourth shadowing utterances only, where three rehearsals of
shadowing were allowed and silent words were rare. WRR is found
to be as highly correlated with teachers’ scores as bGOP. A possi-
ble problem of WRR is that the score of WRR depends on language
models used. When a learner shadows model utterances A and B, the
WRR scores of shadowings A and B depend on the linguistic con-
tent of A and B. Since GOP-based scoring uses a given phonemic
transcript, its scores are independent of the content of utterances.

3.3.2. Model-based correlations

By combining the features prepared, three regression models of
Lasso, SVR, and Random Forest were trained using scikit-learn [38]
to predict speaker-level and sentence-level teachers’ averaged scores
separately for each case of P, S, C, and P+S+C. These three models
were selected after simple preliminary testing. Here, all the features
in Table 1 but bGOP and v2GOP were adopted. Training and testing
were carried out as 4-fold cross validation.

Table 3 shows speaker-level correlations obtained in the three
models and averaged inter-rater correlations among the three teach-
ers. The Lasso regression model shows the highest correlation of
0.90 in P+S+C, much higher than 0.83 obtained as feature-based

Table 5. The most predictive combination of three features
a) speaker level

P S C P+S+C
1 pGOP DTW pGOP pGOP
2 WRR vGOP DTW v1GOP
3 v1GOP RS cGOP DTW

b) sentence level
P S C P+S+C

1 pGOP DTW DTW DTW
2 DTW pGOP cGOP cGOP
3 WRR cGOP RS RS

correlation in [16]. This value is higher or at least comparable to the
averaged inter-rater correlation of 0.87. It is the case with the other
two models, indicating that the trained regression models can work
as another human rater. When the correlations are examined for each
case of P, S, and C, however, the machine correlations are much
higher in S but lower in C. High correlation in S without prosodic
features in Table 1 is attributed to the fact that, in English, stressed
vowels and unstressed ones are characterized by vowel quality.

Table 4 shows sentence-level correlations obtained in the three
models and averaged inter-rater correlations among the three teach-
ers. The SVR regression model turns out to have the highest correla-
tion of 0.78 in P+S+C, which is at least comparable to the averaged
inter-rater correlation of 0.75. The machine correlations in C are
lower again than the human correlation. Why do the machine mod-
els work poorly in the case of C? The teachers’ score of C indicates
how many words in a model utterance sound to be repeated as word,
not as word fragments, in shadowing. Even when a speech segment
in shadowing which corresponds to a word is acoustically deviated
from a native and normal pronunciation of that word, teachers may
have found the segment to be intelligible enough and judged that the
segment is produced as word. It is implied that the features used
in the experiments are not sufficient enough to predict intelligibility
or comprehensibility of utterances. This problem is tackled in the
following section based on natives’ responsive shadowing.

Table 5 shows the most predictive combinations of three features
in the Lasso regression model in the eight cases of teachers’ rating.
It is well-known that even when a feature shows a very high feature-
based correlation, if multiple features are allowed for prediction, that
feature is not always selected as good feature because another feature
will have a very high correlation to that feature and the other feature
may be selected. Among the eight cases of teachers’ rating, it is
interesting that DNN-DTW is listed seven times, which is the highest
among the eight features used in the experiments. Especially in the
sentence level, DNN-DTW seems to be the most predictive feature.
In the experiments, only a single feature was derived from DTW-
based comparison but the above analysis indicates that some variants
should be introduced. This is one of our future works.

4. IMPROVEMENTS IN SCORING NATIVES’
RESPONSIVE SHADOWINGS

4.1. Corpus of natives’ responsive shadowings [15]

Natives’ responsive shadowing is examined to predict comprehen-
sibility by adopting Japanese as L2 and using Vietnamese learners.
If learners’ utterances are very slow, their comprehensibility may be
always high and independent of how heavily accented they are. This
is why speaking rate control was introduced for speech collection.

S. Kabashima, et al., “DNN-based scoring of language learners’ proficiency using learners’ shadowings and native listeners’ 
responsive shadowings,” Proc. Spoken Language Technology, 2018
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DNN-GOP and DNN-DTW

DNN-GOP = comparison bet. an L2 utterance and native models 
DNN-DTW = comparison bet. an L2 utterance and its native version

Model

Student

DNN

Sequence	of
posterior
vectors

DTW

....

....
Sequence	of
posterior
vectors

DNN-GOP
DNN-DTW
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What kind of accented pron. is acceptable or not acceptable?

Accented but intelligible or comprehensible enough

learner native

learner



Americans encounter Japanese English for the fist time.

How intelligible is JE to Americans with no exposure to JE?[Minematsu+’11] 
Japanese and Americans (GA) read aloud sentences written by native speakers. 
JE (100 males and 100 females, 800 utt.) + AE (10 males and 10 females, 600 utt.) 

All the recordings were judged as correct by the speakers themselves. 

Other 173 Americans listened to each utterance only once and repeat it. 
Topic and speaker always varied from utterance to utterance. 

Technical staff transcribed carefully the repetitions (20 repetitions on avg. / utterance).

intelligibility



How correctly were JE repeated by Americans?

“The misquote was retracted with an apology.”

goo.gl/jUAehX

http://goo.gl/jUAehX


How correctly were JE repeated by Americans?

“The misquote was retracted with an apology.”
The misquote was retracted 

with an apology.
Sammy’s coat was 
instructed …..???

Ps(w|o)Pl(w|o)



How correctly were JE repeated by Americans?

“The misquote was retracted with an apology.”

goo.gl/jUAehX
Ps(w|o)Pl(w|o)Pl(w|o)



Americans encounter Japanese English for the fist time.

How intelligible is JE to Americans with no exposure to JE?[Minematsu+’11] 
Japanese and Americans (GA) read aloud sentences written by native speakers. 
JE (100 males and 100 females, 800 utt.) + AE (10 males and 10 females, 600 utt.) 

All the recordings were judged as correct by the speakers themselves. 

Other 173 Americans listened to each utterance only once and repeat it. 
Topic and speaker always varied from utterance to utterance. 

Technical staff transcribed carefully the repetitions (20 repetitions on avg. / utterance).

intelligibility

P1 P2



Intelligibility and comprehensibility

Intelligible/comprehensible enough pronunciations [Derwing+’09] 
Intelligibility 

How many words in a given utterance can be identified correctly? 
Measured objectively by native listeners’ transcription or oral repetition. 
Focuses on the results of listeners’ recognition process. ➙ offline 

Comprehensibility 
How easily, i.e., how smoothly, the content of a given utterance can be understood? 
Measured objectively by monitoring brain activities or size of pupils 
Focuses on how the recognition process is running. ➙ online

Both metrics are strongly related to tolerance and lenience of listeners.



Shadowing = repeating without waiting and deep guessing

General form of shadowing 

Objective measurement of SS (shadowability) 
Luo+2009, Luo+2010, Kato+2012, Yamauchi+2014, Shi+2016, Yue+2017, Kabashima+2018

learnernative

ss

ss=smoothness of shadow



Shadowing = repeating without waiting and deep guessing

General form of shadowing 

Objective measurement of SS (shadowability) 
Luo+2009, Luo+2010, Kato+2012, Yamauchi+2014, Shi+2016, Yue+2017, Kabashima+2018 

Proposed (inverse) form of shadowing

learnernative

ss

ss=smoothness of shadow

nativelearner learner native

ss ss

Shadowing = simultaneous reproduction of 
words intended by the learner, in a native 
pronunciation, not imitation of accented 
pronunciations. 



Collection of non-native and native Karaoke readings

L1 = Vietnamese and L2 = Japanese 
Slow utterances are easy to shadow. 
Speaking rate control was introduced to recording. 

Karaoke-style recording with speaking rate controlled 
Model utterances from the CD of a textbook are used as reference. 
Color of the text changes according to the speaking rate of the model utterances.



Examples of readings and shadowings



Conditions of the experiments

Non-native and native speakers and their Karaoke-style readings 
Vietnamese learners of Japanese (INT x 3, ADV x 3)        VJ 
Native speakers of Japanese x 6                                      NJ 
164 phrase utterances from the CD of the textbook  ➛  96 VJ + 68 NJ 

Native shadowers and their tasks 
27 native speakers of Japanese with normal hearing 
Asked to reproduce in a native pronunciation what was heard as simultaneously as 
possible, not to imitate accented pronunciations. 
Asked to rate comprehensibility of a given phrase utterance using a 7-degree scale.

1) shadowing 
2) rating “5”



Experiments

Features extracted for correlation analysis

164 phrase utterances
of a model speaker Karaoke-style

recording
Natives’

shadowing

96 VJ and 68 NJ
phrase utterances

164 x 27
responsive shadowings

comp. scores
CS



Experiments

Features extracted for correlation analysis 

GOP (Goodness of Pronunciation) [Yue+2017] 
Accuracy of articulation, calculated as phoneme-based posterior probabilities 

WRR (Word-based Recognition Rate) 
Performance of the ASR system that is used as baseline system in the Japanese ASR community 

Delay of shadowing 
Calculated as averaged phoneme boundary gap between VJ and RS

164 phrase utterances
of a model speaker Karaoke-style

recording
Natives’

shadowing

96 VJ and 68 NJ
phrase utterances

164 x 27
responsive shadowings

comp. scores
CS

164 phrase utterances
of a model speaker Karaoke-style

recording
Natives’

shadowing

96 VJ and 68 NJ
phrase utterances

164 x 27
responsive shadowings

GOP scores GOP scores

DTW scores DTW scores comp. scoresDTW scores

delaysWRR WRR

MS-VJ-DTW MS-RS-DTW VJ-RS-DTW

VJ-WRR VJ-GOP VJ-RS-delay RS-GOP RS-WRR

CS

MS = Model Speech, RS = Responsive Shadowing

GOPGOP WRRWRR delays



Y. Inoue et al., “A study of objective measurement of comprehensibility through native speakers’ responsive shadowing of learners’ 
utterances,” Proc. INTERSPEECH, 2018

Experiments

Features extracted for correlation analysis 

Results of correlation analysis between the features and CS

164 phrase utterances
of a model speaker Karaoke-style

recording
Natives’

shadowing

96 VJ and 68 NJ
phrase utterances

164 x 27
responsive shadowings

comp. scores
CS

164 phrase utterances
of a model speaker Karaoke-style
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表 1:各種音声特徴と可解性（CS）との相関
VJ-GOP VJ-WRR

0.58 0.47

RS-GOP RS-WRR VJ-RS-delay
0.74 0.53 -0.59

トである KALDIを，CSJコーパスに適用して構築された CSJ-KALDIを用いた精度を意味する。
従来学習者音声の評価に使われてきた音声特徴量は，VJ-GOP，VJ-WRR，MS-VJ-DTW である。
本研究では，母語話者発音との近接性ではなく，学習者音声の可解性（CS）を主眼に置いた評価を
検討している。この場合，VJ-GOP，VJ-WRRのように学習者音声から得られる特徴量と，RS-GOP
や RS-WRR，更には VJ-RS-delayやMS-RS-DTWなど母語話者シャドーイング（RS）があって初め
て計測可能となる特徴量のどちらがより可解性と相関が高いのか，が検討の中心的課題となる。
5.4 結果と考察

VJのフレーズ単位の 96発声の各々について，GOPスコア（VJ-GOIP），音声認識精度（VJ-WRR），
モデル音声との DTW距離（MS-VJ-DTW）が算出される。また，27名の被験者から CSスコアが
得られる。この CS スコアの被験者間平均を，当該 VJ 音声の CS スコアと定義する。一方，母語
話者シャドーイング音声の各々について，GOPスコア（RS-GOP）や，音声認識精度（RS-WRR），
更には VJ発声からの遅れ（VJ-RS-delay），VJ発声やモデル発声からの DTW距離（VJ-RS-DTW，
MS-RS-DTW）が計測される。即ち，母語話者シャドーイング音声の各々に対して，これら五種類の
音声特徴の被験者間平均が計算できる。各 VJ発声の CSスコアに対する相関値を表 1に示す。母語
話者シャドワーに提示した VJ音声よりも，彼らのシャドーイング音声からの音声特徴の方が，VJ音
声に対する主観的可解性と，高い相関を示していることが分かる。従来学習者音声を自動評定する場
合，学習者音声を分析対象としていたが，上記の結果は，学習者音声よりもそれを聴取及びシャドー
した，母語話者音声の方が分析対象としてより適切であることを意味している。評価基準を母語話
者音声との近接性とすれば，学習者音声を分析対象とすべきだが，評価基準を可解性とした場合は，
母語話者シャドーイング音声の方へ着眼すべきである。更に，単なる音声認識結果よりも，音素事後
確率化した方が，主観的な可解性との相関がより高くなっている。
これらの音声特徴を説明変数として用い，Lasso回帰2を用いて，CSスコアを予測する実験を行なっ
た。交差検定の結果，予測値と実測値（CS平均値）との相関は 0.81となった。これは，26名の被
験者の CS平均値と残り一人の被験者の CSスコアとの相関値の平均，0.66を大きく上回った。
5.5 Shadowabilityは online intelligibilityなのか，それ以上なのか？
学習者音声よりも，その音声を母語話者にシャドーさせ，そのシャドーイング音声の崩れ（調音的
崩れ，シャドーの遅れ）を測定した方が，聴取者の主観的可解性と高い相関を示すことが実験的に示
された。これら shadowabilityは，その測定方法を考えれば，comprehensibilityよりも，時間制約付き
intelligibility，即ち online intelligibilityと解釈すべき指標とも言える。intelligibilityと comprehensibility
は個々の単語の同定のみに着眼するのか，単語間の関係の把握（即ち意味の把握）までに着眼する
のかが異なる。shadowabilityが intelligibilityと comprehensibilityのどちらに近いのかを考える場合，
shadowabilityが（提示音声の）意味の把握の容易さによって左右されるのか否か，を検討すること
になる。以下，筆者らの検討 (?)を紹介する。
本節では外国語訛りが混入された提示音声を用い，それによって shadowabilityが変わる様子を示
した。一方?では，プロのナレータによる読上げ音声を用いており，読上げ文の内容を制御すること
で，意味理解の難易度が定性的に異なる文章音声に対する母語話者シャドーイングを検討している。

2過学習とならないよう，正則化による制限を導入した線形回帰モデル

   
  Fig. 1 Correlation between GOP of natives’ shadowings and comprehensibility (left) and     Fig.2 Inter-learner shadowing 
            correlation between GOP of learners’ utterances and comprehensibility (right)  
  
utterances were collected and, as reference, native Japanese utterances were also collected. Ten paragraphs were selected from a 
Japanese textbook for intermediate learners. Each phrase in the ten paragraphs was read aloud by six Vietnamese learners and six 
native speakers. If a reader stammered, s/he was allowed to read as many times as s/he wanted. Among the six Vietnamese learners, 
three were at an intermediate level, whose length of learning is shorter than three years (2.7 years on average) and the other three 
were at an advanced level, who had learned Japanese longer than three years (5.8 years on average). Finally, 96 Vietnamese Japanese 
(VJ) utterances and 68 native Japanese (NJ) utterances were selected and used for the following experiments. 

27 native Japanese, who are different from the above six Japanese, were asked to shadow the above utterances and their shad-
owing utterances were recorded in such a way that the presented VJ or NJ utterances were not leaked and recorded into a microphone. 
After shadowing each utterance, the native Japanese were asked to rate how easily they understood the presented utterance, which 
corresponds to perceived comprehensibility score, CS. Here, a seven-degree scale was used. Before the shadowing experiments, 15-
min shadowing practices were made with utterances not used in the experiments.  

B. GOP scores calculated for learners’ utterances and natives’ shadowings 
 The GOP score, GS, is calculated from each of learners’ utterances and from each of natives’ shadowings. It should be noted that 
each VJ utterance has one GS, calculated from that utterance, and the utterance also has 27 CSs and 27 native shadowings, which 
give us 27 GSs for that VJ utterance, calculated from natives’ shadowings. The left figure of Figure 1 shows correlation between 
averaged GS over natives’ shadowings and averaged CS over the shadowers. Red dots and blue dots correspond to VJ and NJ, re-
spectively. The right figure shows correlation between GS of the VJ utterances and averaged CS over the shadowers. It is clearly 
shown that GS of natives’ shadowings is much more highly correlated with CS than GS of learners’ utterances. This result indicates 
very high usability of natives’ shadowings to predict CS of a given L2 utterance. 

C. Toward inter-learner shadowing 
 The authors can claim that the proposed framework is very promising but have to confess one critical issue. How can a sufficient 
number of native shadowers be prepared always for learners? A possible and feasible solution is inter-learner shadowing, shown in 
Figure 2. Learner X, who speaks LA as L1, is learning LB. He is shadowed by learner Y, who speaks LB as L1 and is learning LC. She 
is shadowed by learner Z, who speaks LC as L1 and is learning LA. This is a speech version of Lang-8 [5], where any learner can 
support other learners and can be supported by other learners. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, objective measurement of comprehensibility of learners’ utterances was examined based on acoustic analysis and 

GOP calculation of native listeners' shadowings. Experiments showed much higher usability of natives’ shadowings compared to 
learners’ utterances. Further, inter-learner shadowing is also explained. In the new future, the authors are going to test the proposed 
framework using three groups of learners of (LA, LB, LC) = (Japanese, American English, Chinese).  
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A simpler approach to calculate smoothness of shadowing

Proposed (inverse) form of shadowing 
DNN-GOP is calculated at every frame, that can be viewed as spoken annotation!! 

Annotations (labels) should be collected with simpler and more reliable techniques. 

A much simpler and reliable approach 
A native listener is asked to shadow an utterance given from a learner. 
The shadower is asked to read the text that was read by that learner. 

Read speech = most prepared speech, shadowed speech = least prepared (hastened) speech 

DTW between the two speeches will give us a sequence of smoothness of shadowing.

nativelearner
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What will be possible with a huge amount of data?

L2 utterances with spoken annotations
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